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Some key points from a new book 



Why this book? 

Back in 2003 some friends asked me to do a study on the World Bank and forestry in PNG. 
However during my visit people kept telling me about conflicts over land. Eventually, with 
my PNG friends, I decided to do some systematic studies, listening to and surveying 
hundreds of people in rural PNG. The studies showed that: 

 Rural communities lack education and health services, but have quite good food 
security, basic housing and cultural resilience; 

 Informal rural incomes (market sales, transport, micro business) are on average more 
than double those in the formal sector (shop, mine, plantation or factory jobs); 

 The leasing of customary land has not brought the promised or expected benefits; 

 Rural families with the best economic prospects keep their family land and develop 
powerful and resilient ‘hybrid livelihoods’, combining several sources of income. 

Main aim: to assess the economic options for PNG’s rural families 

Main finding: the best economic options for rural families lie in maintaining 
their customary land and using it to develop strong ‘hybrid livelihoods’ 



Economics, the old and the new 

What is the PNG economy? 
Extractive industries? Gas, gold, nickel? 
Exports? GDP? Government revenue? 
Employment in the cities? 
Rural livelihoods based on customary land? 



Hybrid Livelihoods (combined subsistence, domestic 
crops, small business, export crops, other) produce 

the best incomes in rural PNG 

AWE (Kina), 2007-2011 



Misconceptions over Customary Land 

 ‘People in PNG must move from the subsistence to the cash 
economy’ – WRONG. Most engage in both. 

 ‘Customary land owners must ‘mobilise’ their land to help 
development’. WRONG. Family land is central to better incomes. 

 ‘Large monocultures like oil palm are more productive than small 
farms’. WRONG, and the result of incomplete accounting. 

 ‘Economic options are better in the formal economy’. RARELY. 

BSP 2010: “Agriculture (coffee, cocoa and copra) 
provides a subsistence livelihood for the bulk of the 
population … The driving force behind commercial 
agriculture in PNG has always been the export 
crops”. WRONG. PNG farming mostly focuses on 
vegetables, fruit and other fresh produce. Exports, 
while popular, rarely provide more family income. 

Customary land is a tremendous asset, but often 
under-valued by cash-poor asset-rich families. 



The ‘Land Modernisers’ in PNG 
 
CIS (Australian banks, mining companies and some consultants) 
• Customary land must be converted to individual rights regimes 

 
ITS Global (contracted by logging companies) 
• Wholesale logging and oil palm monocultures provide huge economic opportunities 
 
Australian and PNG consultants 
• ‘billions of dollars’ to PNG’s GDP by creating ‘formal tenure’ 
• ‘productive people’ in PNG are those who individually invest in land and separate 

their projects from the needs of clans and families. 

Notice the conflicts of interest 



Land economics: a proper accounting 





The problems with oil palm 

21 interviews … 



Export crops are popular, but rarely provide as much income as domestic markets. Yet: 
• Most government support goes to exports, and  
• Rural communities often don’t know about the successful strategies of other communities.  

Domestic markets v. export markets? 



Varieties of hybrid livelihoods 

Variant features 

Basic Subsistence production, sale of surplus garden produce, 
perhaps additional employment. 

Focussed Subsistence production, sale of market specific domestic and 
export produce, perhaps other business or employment. 

Diverse and efficient Subsistence production, sale of market specific domestic and 
export produce, other business or employment, effective 
management of hybrid 

Many market sellers do not earn that much; but those who apply effective farm 
management, develop marketing strategies and add other livelihood options can do 

very well. They also guarantee their future by maintaining their family land. 



Some innovations: 
Sausi village cooperation, Madang – reject oil palm and diversify into rice, fish, cocoa 
processing, melons, village co-financing including college scholarship scheme 
Goroka Agribusiness Training Institute, EHP – farm management training, year-around 
production, wholesale vegetable marketing 
Women’s marketing co-ops, Morobe, ENB & EHP – expanding domestic markets, 
exporting to Australia and the Pacific Islands 



Current emphases: 
• Extractive industries 
• Formal economies 
• Export crops 

Valuable new elements: 
• Sharing knowledge on successful hybrid 
livelihoods, village cooperation 
• State support for local markets, rural 
livelihoods 
• Effective state Investment in education, 
health and roads 

Main finding: the best economic options for rural families lie in maintaining 
their customary land and using it to develop strong ‘hybrid livelihoods’ 



Thank you! 


